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Abstract—Small-cell network is a promising solution to the
high video traffic. However, it has some fundamental problems,
i.e., high backhaul cost, quality of experience (QoE) and interfer-
ence. To address these issues, we propose a cooperative transmis-
sion strategy for video transmission in small-cell networks with
caching. In the scheme, each video file is encoded into segments
using a maximum distance separable rateless code. Then, a
portion of each segment is cached at a certain small-cell base
station (SBS), so that the SBSs can cooperatively transmit these
segments to users without incurring high backhaul cost. When
there is only one active user in the network, a greedy algorithm
is utilized to deliver the video-file segment from the SBS with
good channel state to the user watching videos in real time. This
reduces video freezes and improves the QoE. When there exist
several active users, interference will appear among them. To
deal with interference, interference alignment (IA) is adopted.
Based on the scheme for a single user, the greedy algorithm and
IA are combined to transmit video-file segments to these users,
and the performance of the system can be significantly improved.
Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme.
Index Terms—Edge caching, greedy algorithm, interference
alignment, small-cell networks, quality of experience, video-
streaming transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the blooming of smart devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, has resulted in an explosive demand
for multimedia services. According to the Cisco Visual Net-
working Index, the video traffic accounted for about 55% of
the data traffic in 2015. Moreover, with the rapid advances of
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next-generation wireless networks, the volume of video traffic
is expected to rise approximately to 75% in 2020. Therefore,
video transmission is playing an increasingly important role
in multimedia services [2].
To meet the ever-increasing capacity demand for video
traffic, a large number of small-cell networks will be deployed
in the future [3]–[5]. In [6], Chang et al. proposed a novel
resource allocation scheme, where one small cell base station
equipped with a large number of antennas can serve the
users with different service requirements effectively. However,
the high backhaul cost and interference between users are
fundamental challenges caused by the dense deployment of
small cells [7]. Recently, it has been reported that a large
portion of the video traffic is from duplicate downloads of
a few popular files, which calls for edge caching in wireless
networks [8], [9]. Through caching popular video files at
the small-cell base stations (SBSs), the backhaul congestion
and transmission latency can be reduced significantly, and the
throughput can be increased accordingly [10]–[13].
Thus, caching at the edge of wireless systems is a promising
way to alleviate the backhaul burden, reduce the delivery cost,
and save the energy consumption of wireless systems [14]–
[22]. In [14], a joint design of multicast beamforming and
content-centric base station (BS) clustering in a cache-enabled
wireless network was proposed by Zhou et al.. The optimal
dynamic multicast scheduling to jointly minimize the average
delay, power, and fetching costs was researched in [15] for
cache-enabled networks. In [16], the cache-based content de-
livery in heterogeneous networks was analyzed by Yang et al.
A content-centric request queue model and a stochastic content
multicast scheduling problem were established in [17]. In [18],
Sengupta et al. presented a novel information-theoretic lower
bound to the normalized delivery time for cache-aided wireless
network to alleviate backhaul load. In [19], the benefits of
multiple antennas in cache-enabled small-cell networks when
adopting probabilistic caching were fully exploited by Xu and
Tao. Liu and Yang optimized the caching policy in [20] to
maximize the success probability and area spectral efficiency
in a cache-aided heterogeneous networks. In [21], the energy
efficiency of downlink networks was effectively maximized
via caching at base stations by Liu and Yang. In [22], Zhang
et al. proposed a user-preference aware deployment algorithm
for D2D caching networks. All these improvements are based
on the fact that popular files can be reutilized by plenty of
users, and that they can be obtained directly from SBSs,
rather than via the backhaul. As for video transmission, it
can also benefit from edge caching, which can increase the
2transmission rate, reduce transmission power, backhaul cost
and waiting delay, and thus improve the performance gain
[23]–[27]. In [23], multicast beamforming was utilized by
Zhang et al., to maximize the rate of video transmission
in cache-enabled networks. Liu and Lau in [24] proposed
a cache-induced opportunistic cooperative MIMO framework
for video streaming with limited backhaul to reduce transmit
power and backhaul cost. In [25], precaching some initial
parts of video files with high popularity in mobile devices was
proposed by Hong and Choi. The performance gain of joint
caching, routing and channel assignment for video delivery
over coordinated small-cell networks was elaborated in [26].
In [27], Li et al. proposed a small-cell caching system for the
purpose of video transmission via Stackelberg game.
On the other hand, due to the dense deployment of small-
cell networks, interference will appear among users. There are
many effective methods to manage the interference in small-
cell networks [28]–[31], and interference alignment (IA) can
also be utilized to achieve this [32], [33]. In IA networks,
interference can be constrained into the same subspace at
the unintended receivers, and thus the desired signal can be
retrieved by decoding matrix, through which the interference
can be perfectly eliminated [34], [35]. When IA is utilized,
the channel state information (CSI) should be estimated at
the receivers, and then fed back to the transmitters. Thus the
overhead of the CSI feedback is extremely high when plenty
of users exist in the network [35], [36], which is a bottleneck
to realize IA in practical systems. Fortunately, with the help
of edge caching, this problem can be solved effectively [37]–
[40]. In [37], [38], only the local CSI were fed back to the
transmitters, which can significantly reduce the overhead of
CSI feedback. Edge caching was utilized in IA networks under
limited backhaul capacity by Deghel et al. in [39], and the
benefits of caching and IA were jointly investigated. In [40],
the design of both the placement and the delivery phases of
content in cache-aided interference networks was introduced
by Maddah-Ali et al., to implement interference cancellation.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the performance of video-
transmission strategy in small-cell networks via caching when
users are watching videos in real time. The greedy algorithm
and IA are jointly utilized in the proposed scheme to reduce
video freezes and to improve the quality of experience (QoE)
[2] when users begin watching the video files. The main
contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
 To the best of our knowledge, real-time video transmission
in interference networks has not been well studied in existing
works. In this paper, IA and caching are jointly optimized to
facilitate cooperative video transmission in small-cell networks
to improve the QoE of users when they begin watching videos.
 Edge caching at the SBS level is utilized to store the
video files with high popularity at off-peak time to reduce the
backhaul load and increase the transmission rate accordingly.
Meanwhile, a maximum distance separable (MDS)-coded ran-
dom caching scheme based on the caching control variable is
designed. Thus, we can divide each video file into segments,
and control the quantity of cached bits in cached-limited SBSs.
 A greedy algorithm is utilized to download video-file
segments when there is only one active user watching real-time
Fig. 1. Caching architecture in small-cell networks.
video. Based on the scheme for a single user, we combine the
greedy algorithm and IA to transmit video-file segments when
there are several active users. Therefore, the interference can
be eliminated, video freezes can be reduced, and the QoE can
be improved when users begin watching videos in real time.
 When IA is exploited to manage interference among
users in the proposed video-transmission strategy, possible
topologies such as interference network and interfering broad-
cast network are analyzed in detail. Furthermore, the feasible
conditions of IA are analyzed for these possible topologies.
Notation: IN is the N N identity matrix. Ay and Tr (A)
represent the conjugate transpose and the trace of matrix A,
respectively. CMN denotes the space of complex M  N
matrices. CN (a;A) stands for the complex Gaussian distri-
bution with mean a and covariance matrix A. 0MN denotes
an M  N zero matrix. CWd(n;) stands for the Wishart
distribution of an dd matrix with n degrees of freedom and
a covariance matrix . E() denotes expectation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Due to the rapid increase of video traffic in wireless
networks, small cells, e.g., picocells and femtocells, will be
deployed together with macrocells in the future heterogeneous
networks. However, there exist several challenges for video-
streaming transmission in small cells, such as alleviating
the backhaul load, reducing video freezes, and managing
interference. To deal with these problems, the service model
of small-cell networks with caching is presented in Fig. 1.
Considering a heterogeneous cellular network, a macrocell
base station (MBS) is connected to the core network via fiber.
The MBS also provides some fundamental services, e.g., the
control signals, the voice and message services, etc. A cache
with a large storage size C is equipped at the MBS. K SBSs
are deloyed densely around the MBS, and the kth SBS in the
network is equipped with a limited cache of size ck (ck 
C; k = 1; 2; :::;K), which is connected to the MBS through
a fiber link and serves the small-cell users (SUs) via wireless
links. M [i] and N [k] antennas are equipped at the ith SBS
and the kth SU, respectively. Denote the large-scale fading
gain from the ith SBS to the kth user at time slot t as
ki(t) = rki(t)
 ; (1)
which is scaled by the distance rki(t) between the ith SBS
and the kth user with the path loss exponent  ( 2 [2:7; 3:5])
3[41]. All the SBSs are randomly distributed in a limited area,
and the small-scale fading channel matrix from the ith SBS
to the kth user at time slot t can be defined as H[ki](t) 2
CN [k]M [i] , with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
entries following CN (0; 1). The desired signal at the kth user
from the ith SBS can be expressed as
y[k](t) =
p
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[k]
i (t)x
[k]
i (t) + z
[k](t); (2)
where V[k]i (t) is the M [i]  d[i] unitary precoding matrix at
the ith SBS for the kth user, while U[k](t) is the N [k]  d[k]
unitary decoding matrix of the kth user. z[k](t) 2 CN [k]d[k] 
CN (0; 2nIN ) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector at the kth user, x[k]i (t) is the d[k]  1 signal vector
transmitted by the ith SBS for the kth user, with E[kx[k]i k2] =
P
[k]
t , and d
[k] is the number of data streams for the kth user.
There are   files to be stored at the MBS and the size of the
jth video file is Lj bits, j = 1; 2; : : : ; . Each video file at the
MBS is segmented and encoded via MDS rateless code [24].
Specifically, we assume that the jth video file is first divided
equally into several encoded segments of size Fj bits, and the
total number of the segments for the jth video file isWj . Thus,
the total bits of the jth video file is FjWj , i.e., Lj = FjWj .
Due to the caching limitation, only a portion of Fj bits of each
segment, fj , is cached at a specific SBS in advance. According
to [24], the number of bits for each segment of the jth video
file cached at the SBS can be expressed as1
fj = KqjFj=(1 + (K   1)qj); (3)
where qj 2 [0; 1] is called the caching control variable, which
is adaptive to the popularity profile of the jth video file, and
changes slowly because new files usually exist for a long
time. The update of SBS cache can be achieved over a long
timescale with only a small amount of backhaul load. Thus,
for the MBS, all the Fj bits of each segment of the jth file
is stored in advance, while only fj bits among these Fj bits
is cached at a certain SBS during off-peak time. Furthermore,
according to (3), no matter how large qj is, when K ! 1,
fj ! Fj , which means that all bits of the segments for a
certain video file can be cached at the SBSs in a distributed
manner. Thus, when a specific user needs the file, it can be
only served by SBSs without the need of backhaul from MBS.
Meanwhile, when K becomes larger, the number of segments
for a certain file cached at each SBS can be reduced, which
will not result in the expansion of caching space for each SBS.
In addition, as for the kth user, it can not only be served
by its serving SBS for the surplus bits of each segment, i.e.,
the kth SBS, but can also be served by other SBSs in the
cooperative mode for the remaining bits, and thus we can also
use the expression of the ith SBS.
By caching the videos of high popularity, they can be
delivered from SBSs to users directly when needed. To further
improve the performance of video transmission via caching,
we will propose two cooperative video-streaming transmission
strategies in Section III and Section IV.
1Other encoded methods can also be used in the proposed caching scheme,
which will not affect its feasibility.
Fig. 2. Illustration of conventional transmission scheme and cooperative
video-streaming transmission strategy for a single user.
III. COOPERATIVE VIDEO-STREAMING TRANSMISSION
FOR A SINGLE USER
A. Video Caching Strategy
After MDS encoding, videos with high popularity will be
delivered and cached at SBSs in advance. According to (3),
each segment of the jth file with Fj bits will be stored at
MBS, and a portion of it with fj bits is cached at a specific
SBS at off-peak time. As for the segments cached at SBSs
with fj bits, they are labeled from 1 to Wj according to its
playing time, j = 1; 2; : : : ; . If Wj can be divided by K,
these segments are randomly allocated to all SBSs. Otherwise,
we assume that the remaining number of segments is wj ; wj <
K. After allocating Wj wj segments to all SBSs in average,
the remaining wj segments are randomly allocated to wj SBSs.
There is a stack-based buffer for each file at each SBS, through
which the segments can be arranged according to their playing
time, i.e., the segment of a certain video file whose playing
time is earlier will be put in the front of the buffer at the SBS.
When the required video file is not cached at the SBSs,
the MBS will deliver the video file to the user’s serving SBS,
and then the SBS sends it directly to the user, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). If the required video file is already cached at the
SBSs, the SBSs will send the required video-file segments to
the user cooperatively, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this paper, we
mainly focus on the cooperative video-streaming transmission
strategy of SBSs via caching to provide real-time video service
to the users and improve the QoE of users when they begin
watching videos. Meanwhile, we assume that the size of the
cached video-file segments does not exceed the caching size of
the MBS and SBSs. Thus, the required video-file segments are
assumed to have already been cached in the MBS and SBSs,
and the case that the less popular files need to be transferred
from the core network is out of the scope of this paper.
B. Video-Streaming Transmission Strategy for a Single User
When there exists only one active user in the small-cell net-
work, e.g., at off-peak time, this user is free from interference2
2Only one user is assumed to be served in a specific frequency band
of each small cell. Nevertheless, more users can be supported in each cell
by orthogonal frequency-division multiple access or other multiple-access
methods.
4and can be served cooperatively by the SBSs. We assume that
the kth user wants to watch the kth video file in real time.
Wk segments are allocated to all the SBSs and labeled from
1 to Wk according to their playing time, as mentioned before.
Specifically, the procedures of video-file downloading for a
single user are presented as follows.
1) Downloading the First Few Segments
Before introducing the proposed transmission strategy,
Proposition 1 is first introduced.
Proposition 1: According to (3), for each segment of the
kth video file, we can obtain that Fk  fk.
Proof: Based on (3), we have
4Fk=Fk fk=Fk  KqkFk
(1+(K 1)qk) =
Fk(1  qk)
(1+(K 1)qk) : (4)
Because qk 2 [0; 1], we can deduce that 4Fk  0, where
4Fk is the surplus bits of each segment that the user needs
to obtain from the MBS.
At the beginning, the SBSs that have cached the nkfk
bits of the first nk segments will transmit them to the user
sequentially. At the same time, the MBS will deliver the
Wk4Fk surplus bits to the kth SBS that serves the user
directly through backhaul according to Proposition 1. When
the kth SBS has already received the first nk4Fk, it will
deliver them to the user.
Thus, the kth user will watch the video file in real time
after the first nk segments are downloaded. Assuming that the
watching rate is a constant Rw, we can calculate the initial
watching time twk as
twk = nkFk=Rw: (5)
During twk, the SBSs will transmit some of the remaining
segments to the kth user cooperatively.
2) Calculation of Transmission Time for Remaining Seg-
ments
In the K-pair small-cell network, each SBS can only send
the segment that is placed in the first place of the stack at each
time slot, due to the fact that the caching buffers of SBSs are
stack-based. When a time slot starts, the control center will
calculate the transmission rate R[ki](t) of the kth user from
the ith SBS. For given H[ki](t), according to [42], R[ki](t) can
be denoted as
R[ki](t)=Wk log2
Id[k]+ P [k]td[k]2nH[ki]k (t)H[ki]yk (t)
 ; (6)
where
H[ki]k (t) =
p
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[k]
i (t); (7)
andWk is the transmission bandwidth for the kth user. Define
f(g) as the transmission time of the segment corresponding
to the first place of the stack-based caching buffer at the gth
SBS. f(g) includes the transmission time from the gth SBS
that stores the fk cached bits of the segment and the surplus
4Fk bits from the kth user’s serving SBS, i.e., the kth SBS.
Therefore, f(g) can be denoted as
f(g) = fk=R
[kg](t) +4Fk=R[kk](t): (8)
In addition, we can obtain that the (nk + 1)th segment must
appear in the first place of the caching buffer at a certain SBS
according to Proposition 2.
Proposition 2: If the kth user has already obtained
the (nk + i)th segment, i 2 f1; 2:::;Wk   nk   1g, the
(nk + i+ 1)th segment will appear in the first place of the
stack-based caching buffer at a certain SBS.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Define a set 
, which contains all the K segments in the
first positions of all the SBSs’ caching buffers at the time slot.
Meanwhile, assume that the (nk + s)th segment can achieve
the minimal downloading time tmin among the segments in

 at the time slot. Thus, we have
tmin = min
g=1;:::;K
ff(g)g; bg = arg min
g=1;:::;K
ff(g)g: (9)
Thus, we can know that the (nk + s)th segment is cached in
the first place of the stack-based caching buffer at the bgth SBS.
After calculating the current downloading time of segments
cached in the first place of caching buffers at all the SBSs,
a proper segment should be selected between the (nk + 1)th
and the (nk + s)th segments to perform transmission.
3) Greedy Algorithm for Selecting a Proper Segment
During twk, the (nk + s)th segment, whose transmission
time is minimum in 
, can be downloaded on condition that
it will not affect watching the (nk + 1)th segment. Thus,
the limited original watching time twk can be leveraged
effectively, and the video freezes can be reduced when the user
consistently watching video segments in real time. According
to the transmission time td of the (nk + 1)th segment and
tmin of the (nk + s)th segment aforementioned, the greedy
algorithm can be utilized to select a proper SBS to perform
transmission. Three cases are discussed as follows.
Case 1: If s = 1, it means that the downloading time of the
(nk + 1)th segment is minimum in 
, and the corresponding
SBS can be chosen to deliver the (nk + 1)th segment to the
kth user.
Case 2: If s 6= 1, the control center calculates td + tmin.
When td + tmin > twk, the SBS that stores the (nk + 1)th
segment is selected to transmit it.
Case 3: When s 6= 1 and td + tmin  twk, the SBS that
caches the (nk + s)th segment is selected to perform trans-
mission without affecting watching the (nk + 1)th segment.
Through computing td + tmin, we can select a proper
segment to be transmitted to the user. Thus, the segment in 

with the minimum downloading time can be delivered during
the limited watching time on condition that it will not affect
the watching of the (nk + 1)th segment, and the waiting delay
can be reduced.
Remark 1: Greedy algorithms do not in general produce
a global optimal solution. However, they may yield locally
optimal solutions that approximate a global optimal solution.
In this paper, the users wish to watch video files in real time.
Thus, during the limited watching time, each user should select
the most suitable SBS to obtain its next transmitted video-file
segment with the help of the greedy algorithm to save time.
4) Computing Waiting Delay
When downloading a video-file segment, the transmission
rate of the selected SBS can be calculated according to (6).
5We assume that 4t is the time-slot interval, and the segment
can be downloaded after N time slots.
As in Case 1 and Case 2, if twk  N4t  0, which means
the watching time is smaller than the downloading time, the
waiting delay of the (nk + 1)th segment can be denoted as
Twaitnk+1 = N4t  twk; (10)
and the watching time can be expressed asbtwk = Fk=Rw: (11)
If twk   N4t > 0, the watching time is larger than the
downloading time, and the watching time can be denoted asbtwk = twk  N4t+ Fk=Rw; (12)
while the waiting delay is 0, i.e., Twaitnk+1 = 0.
Meanwhile, nk can be updated as
nk = nk + 1: (13)
As in Case 3, the watching time can be deduced asbtwk = twk  N4t; (14)
and the waiting delay of the (nk + s)th segment is 0, i.e.,
Twaitnk+s = 0. After the transmission of current segment
is finished, the remaining watching time can be updated as
twk = btwk.
According to the transmission strategy introduced above,
the kth user can continuously download the segments until all
of them have been downloaded. In particular, if the kth user
has already possessed the first (nk + s) segments and needs to
download the (nk+s+1)th segment at the time slot, while the
(nk + s+ 1)th segment has already been downloaded before,
the watching time will increase by Fk=Rw. After downloading
all the segments, we can obtain the total waiting delay as
Twaitsum =
XWk nk
c=1
Twaitnk+c: (15)
In our proposed cooperative video-streaming transmission
for a single user, the proper video-file segment can be selected
to be transmitted with the help of the greedy algorithm, on
condition that watching the video in real time is not affected.
Therefore, the segment with the minimum transmission time
can be downloaded in advance, so that the video freezes can
be reduced and the QoE of mobile user can be improved.
IV. COOPERATIVE VIDEO-STREAMING TRANSMISSION
FOR MULTIPLE USERS
The cooperative video-transmission strategy for a single
user in Section III is suitable for off-peak periods. However, at
the peak time, a lot of active users may exist in the same band
that need video services in real time. When SBSs transmit
videos to these users cooperatively at the same time, interfer-
ence will appear, which will deteriorate the QoE seriously.
Thus, based on the greedy algorithm in Section III, IA is
further combined to manage the interference in the proposed
strategy for multiple users in this section.
Fig. 3. Caching graph of the kth video file in the SBSs.
A. Basic Principles
The video-file caching and transmission strategy for mul-
tiple users is similar to those for a single user. We assume
that the requested video files of all these users are different
from each other3, which have already been encoded by the
MDS rateless code, divided into segments, and cached at the
SBSs distributedly. In addition, we also assume that the SBSs
transmit video-file segments to these users in the same band
simultaneously.
Taking the kth user for example, without loss of generality,
we assume that it requires the kth video file. In the beginning,
as for multiple users, the transmission strategy of obtaining
the first nk segments is the same as that for a single user.
Then, SBSs will cooperatively transmit one of the remaining
segments with the minimum downloading time to the kth user
when watching the first nk segments. Therefore, we can reduce
the video freezes during watching and improve the QoE of all
these users. Example 1 is introduced as follows to make it
much clearer.
Example 1: We assume that the number of SBSs and the
segments of the kth video file are five and twenty-five, respec-
tively, which means K = 5 and Wk = 25, k = 1; 2; : : : ;K.
Then, each SBS randomly caches five segments, and sorts
them according to their playing time in the buffer, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). After that, we assume that the kth user downloads
the first four segments initially, i.e., nk = 4. Thus, the control
center should decide which one of the segments in the front
of the buffers at SBSs should be transmitted next according
to their downloading time, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
As each SBS has the ability to randomly access different
videos and can cache different segments of each video file, all
the segments of a specific video file can be transmitted to the
corresponding user from a certain SBS. However, when this
manner is adopted, the SBS has to cache all the segments of
this video file, which will reduce the opportunity of caching
the segments of other popular files. In addition, if the user
is far away from the SBS that has cached its required video
file, the channel between the user and the SBS may be under
severe fading, and thus the transmission performance may not
be guaranteed and the waiting delay will be longer. Thus, in
this paper, we assume that each SBS creates a stack-based
3The strategy when some users request the same file can be obtained
similarly. This is because the transmission order of the segments for these
users is different even when the same file is requested, due to different
locations and CSIs.
6Fig. 4. Possible network topologies for the proposed scheme.
caching space for the segments of each video file.
Because the segments from different videos to be transmit-
ted at a certain time slot may exist at the caches of different
SBSs or just in the cache of a same SBS, the topology may
be different too. Before introducing the cooperative video-
transmission strategy for multiple users, two possible network
topologies are analyzed in the next subsection.
B. Network Topologies Analysis
At a certain time slot, the video-file segments that the users
need may be all from different SBSs, and the specific topology
tends to be an interference network. Nevertheless, at other
slots, the acquired segments of different files for some users
may be stored at a same SBS, and the others may be cached at
different SBSs. Thus, the topology tends to be an interfering
broadcast network (IFBN). A simple example is shown in
Fig. 4 with three SBSs and three users to further explain the
situations. In Fig. 4(a), at a certain time slot, the acquired
segments of the users are all from different SBSs. In this
case, we should perform transmission through an interference
network with three independent transceiver links. In Fig. 4(b),
the video-file segments that the 1st user and the 2nd user need
are both cached at the 1st SBS, while the acquired segment
of the 3rd user is stored at the 3rd SBS. Thus, the 1st SBS
broadcasts the two segments to the 1st and 2nd user, and the
3rd SBS delivers the corresponding segment to the 3rd user
directly. In this case, there exist one broadcast channel and
one point-to-point link. In Fig. 4(c), the video-file segments
required by the three users are all cached at the 2nd SBS,
and the 2nd SBS broadcasts these segments to all these three
users. Thus, the topology can be reduced to a network with
one SBS and three users. In addition, we can also conclude
that when more active transceivers exist in the network, the
number of broadcast channels may increase.
Nevertheless, no matter whether the network has broadcast
channels or not, we can exploit IA to deal with the interfer-
ence. Two possible topologies are analyzed as follows.
1) Interference Networks
When no broadcast channels exist in the small-cell network,
we assume that the ith SBS transmits signal to the kth user,
and the received signal at the kth user can be expressed as
y[k]I (t)=
p
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[k]
i (t)x
[k]
i (t)
+
XK
j=1;j 6=i
q
kj(t)U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V
[l(j)]
j (t)x
[l(j)]
j (t)
+ U[k]y(t)z[k](t); (16)
where U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V[l(j)]j (t)x
[l(j)]
j (t) is the interference
from the jth SBS, which intends to transmit signal to the lth
user, l 6= k, which means the l(j)th user in (16) is served by
the jth SBS.
According to (16), the transmission rate of the kth user in
the interference network can be expressed as
R
[k]
I (t)=
Wk log2
Id[k]+ H
[ki]
k (t)H
[ki]y
k (t)P
[k]
tPK
j=1;j 6=iH
[kj]
l(j)(t)H
[kj]y
l(j) (t)P
[l(j)]
t +d
[k]2n
; (17)
where
H[kj]l(j)(t) =
q
kj(t)U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V
[l(j)]
j (t); (18)
and H[ki]k (t) equals to (7).
If IA is feasible, the interference at each receiver can
be completely eliminated when the following conditions are
satisfied.
U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V[l(j)]j (t) = 0; 8l 6= k; (19)
rank

U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V[k]i (t)

=d[k];8k 2 f1; 2; :::;Kg: (20)
To eliminate the interference perfectly according to (19) and
(20), adequate antennas should be equipped at each transceiver
according to (19) and (20). The feasibility conditions of IA for
interference networks are recalled as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: In a K-pair interference network using IA, M
and N antennas, are equipped at each SBS and mobile user,
respectively, and d data streams are transmitted to each user.
The feasibility condition can be expressed as
M +N  d(K + 1): (21)
Proof: Refer to [43].
2) Interfering Broadcast Networks
When there exist some broadcast channels in the network,
which means some of the requested video-file segments by
several mobile users are cached at the same SBS, the SBS has
to broadcast these segments to the corresponding users.
In the IFBN, due to the broadcast channels, some users may
suffer from the interference in the same broadcast channel,
i.e., its corresponding SBS may transmit different segments
to other users simultaneously. We assume that the ith SBS
transmits video-file segments to the kth user, and the received
signal of the kth user can be written as
y[k]B (t) =
p
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[k]
i (t)x
[k]
i (t)
+
X
l2Li;l 6=k
p
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[l]
i (t)x
[l]
i (t)
+
XK
j=1;j 6=i
X
e2Lj
q
kj(t)U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V
[e]
j (t)x
[e]
j (t)
+ U[k]y(t)z[k](t); (22)
where
P
l2Li;l 6=k U
[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V[l]i (t)x
[l]
i (t) is the interfer-
ence from the same ith SBS because of its broadcasting
characteristics,
PK
j=1;j 6=i
P
e2Lj U
[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V[e]j (t)x
[e]
j (t)
is the interference from other active SBSs, and Lj denotes the
set of mobile users served by the jth SBS.
7According to (22), the transmission rate for the kth user
from the ith SBS can be given by
R
[k]
B (t) =Wk log2
Id[k] + H
[ki]
k (t)H
[ki]y
k (t)P
[k]
t
Ik(t) + d[k]2n
; (23)
where Ik(t) can be expressed as (24) on the next page.
Meanwhile, when the interference in (22) can be eliminated
perfectly, the following conditions should be satisfied as
U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V[l]i (t) = 0; 8l 6= k; (25)
U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V[e]j (t) = 0; 8j 6= i; (26)
rank

U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V[k]i (t)

=d[k]; 8k2f1; 2; : : : ;Kg: (27)
According to (25), (26) and (27), we can obtain the feasi-
bility conditions for IFBN in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: According to [44], in an IFBN with K users,
there exist L (L < K) active SBSs. Define the set of all the
active SBSs as L. Assume that the jth SBS withM [j] antennas
may transmit D[j] data streams in total, for one user or several
users. Each user is equipped with N antennas and requires d
data streams. The feasibility condition can be deduced asX
j2LD
[j](M [j]  D[j])  Kd(Kd N): (28)
Proof: Assume that the lkth SBS delivers the video-file
segment to the kth user at the time slot, lk 2 L. Due to the fact
that all the users need different video files, the desired signal
at each receiver is affected by the interference from the signal
for the other (K   1) receivers. Thus, according to [43], the
total number of equations can be expressed as
NBe =
XK
k=1
XK
j=1;j 6=k d
[k]d[j] = Kd2(K   1): (29)
Because the number of users that each active SBS serves
may be different and the number of data streams for each user
is d, the total number of variables can be denoted as
NBv =
X
j2LD
[j](M [j]  D[j])+
XK
k=1
d[k](N [k]   d[k])
=
X
j2LD
[j](M [j]  D[j]) +K(N   d)d: (30)
Therefore, to make the proposed scheme feasible, the num-
ber of variables should be larger than or equal to the number of
equations, and we have NBvNBe)
P
j2LD[j](M [j] D[j])+
K(N d)dKd2(K 1))Pj2LD[j](M [j] D[j])+KNd
K2d2)Pj2LD[j](M [j] D[j])Kd(Kd N).
In practical systems, the network topologies may change
from slot to slot. At a certain time slot, when the acquired
video-file segments are all from different SBSs, the network is
an interference network. However, when some of the segments
are from the same SBS, the network changes into an IFBN.
Therefore, the number of antennas equipped at each SBS
should be suitable for all the cases. According to Corollary 1,
at least 2Kd N antennas should be arranged for each SBS
to make the scheme feasible for all the possible topologies.
Corollary 1: For all the possible network topologies, the
range of minimal required number of antennas Mmin at each
SBS can be denoted as
(K + 1)d N Mmin  2Kd N: (31)
Proof: Due to (21), in a K-pair interference network, the
minimal number of antennas at each SBS to make it feasible
can be deduced as
M  (K + 1)d N: (32)
In the IFBN, when only one active SBS performs transmission
to all the users, the number of data streams transmitted by this
SBS is Kd. Through (28), we can obtain that
Kd(M  Kd)  Kd(Kd N))M  2Kd N: (33)
From (32) and (33), we have
2Kd N   [(K + 1)d N ] = (K   1)d  0: (34)
Thus, we can know that when there exists only one active
SBS in the network, the number of active antennas equipped
at the SBS is larger than that at each SBS in the interference
network. According to (32) and (33), we can get the range
of the minimal number of antennas at each SBS for all the
possible topologies as (31).
From Corollary 1, we can know that although each SBS
should be equipped with at least 2Kd N antennas to satisfy
the topology with only one active SBS, for other topologies,
such as interference network or IFBN with more than one
active SBSs, the number of required active antennas at each
SBS is less than 2Kd N . Thus, some of the antennas can be
switched into sleep mode to save energy in these topologies,
or antenna selection can be performed to further improve the
performance of the scheme [45].
C. Video-Streaming Transmission Strategy for Multiple Users
In the small-cell network with K users, the performance of
video transmission will be limited by interference seriously.
We assume that each video file is separated into segments and
cached at all the SBSs in a distributed way. Therefore, the
SBSs can cooperatively transmit video files to users.
Initially, the first nk video-file segments are delivered to
the kth user, k = 1; 2; : : : ;K, and the original watching time
twk can be calculated according to (5), which is similar to
the beginning of the strategy for a single user. Then, the
SBSs will cooperatively transmit the remaining segments to
the kth user through the greedy algorithm. However, due to
the fact that there exists interference among users and the
network topology is varying all the time, the transmission rate
of each SBS will change significantly at different time slots.
Consequently, IA and greedy algorithm are jointly optimized
to perform cooperative video-streaming transmission, so that
we can eliminate interference among users, reduce video
freezes when watching, and improve the QoE. The specific
video transmission procedures are presented as follows.
1) Calculation of Average Transmission Rate
Due to the fact that there exists interference among users
and the network topology may change at different time slots,
the transmission rate of the same SBS will be varying all
the time. At a certain time slot, to select a proper segment
8Ik(t)=
X
l2Li
l 6=k
ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[l]
i (t)V
[l]y
i (t)H
[ki]y(t)U[k](t)P [l]t
+
XK
j=1
j 6=i
X
e2Lj
kj(t)U[k]y(t)H[kj](t)V
[e]
j (t)V
[e]y
j (t)H
[kj]y(t)U[k](t)P [e]t : (24)
with the minimum transmission time for the kth user, we take
advantage of the average transmission rate R
[ki]
to calculate
the downloading time of the segment from the ith SBS (i =
1; 2; :::;K) to the kth user in IA networks.
For the kth user, according to Theorem 3, we can observe
that the received signal’s power at the kth user has nothing to
do with the network topologies.
Theorem 3: In a feasible IA network with d data streams
for each user, when the network topology is an interference
network or an IFBN, the expectation of the received signal’s
power at the kth user equals to dki(t)P
[k]
t .
Proof: Denote hk(t)=H
[ki]
k (t)H
[ki]y
k (t), and we have
hk(t)=ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)V
[k]
i (t)V
[k]y
i (t)H
[ki]y(t)U[k](t)
=ki(t)U[k]y(t)H[ki](t)H[ki]y(t)U[k](t): (35)
In the design of U[k](t), since it only concentrates on the
condition in (19) or (25) and (26) without considering H[ki](t),
U[k](t) is i.i.d., and independent of H[ki](t). According to the
properties of Wishart matrix, hk(t) follows CWd(d; Id). Thus,
the expectation of the received power of the signal at the kth
user can be expressed as
E
h
P
[k]
t Tr (hk(t)) =d
i
= dki(t)P
[k]
t : (36)
Therefore, the expectation of the received signal’s power at
the kth user does not depend on the network topologies.
Because the distribution of CSI is the same for all channels
and the interference can be eliminated when IA is feasible,
the expected average transmission rate for each user in the IA
network will not be affected by the specific network topology
according to Theorem 3. When IA is feasible, the transmission
rate for the kth user can be written as (6), according to the
iterative algorithm in [46], and we can calculate the average
transmission rate R
[ki]
for the kth user off-line in advance.
According to the average transmission rate, the average
downloading time for the kth user of the segments of the kth
video file that are cached in different SBSs can be calculated.
Define a function fk(g) as the average transmission time of
the segment that is stored in the first place of the stack-based
caching buffer at the gth SBS for the kth user, which includes
the downloading time from the gth SBS that stores the cached
bits of the segment and the surplus bits from the kth user’s
serving SBS, i.e., the kth SBS. Thus, fk(g) can be denoted as
fk(g) = fk=R
[kg]
+4Fk=R[kk]: (37)
In addition, we can obtain the downloading time tdk of the
(nk + 1)th segment that must appear in the first place of the
caching buffer in one of the SBSs, according to Proposition 2.
Define a set 
k, which contains all the K segments in the first
positions of all the SBSs’ caching buffers for the kth user at
the time slot. Meanwhile, assume that the (nk+sk)th segment
can achieve the minimal downloading time tk min among the
segments in 
k at the time slot. Thus we have
tk min= min
g=1;:::;K
ffk(g)g; bgk=arg min
g=1;:::;K
ffk(g)g: (38)
Thus, we can know that the (nk + sk)th segment is cached in
the first place of the caching buffer at the bgkth SBS.
2) Greedy Algorithm for Selecting Proper SBSs
During the limited initial watching time twk, the segment
whose transmission time is the minimum can be selected to
deliver to the kth user in advance, k = 1; 2; : : : ; K, if not
affecting watching the (nk + 1)th segment. Thus, the video
freezes can be reduced when continuously watching the video,
and the QoE can be improved. According to the transmission
time tdk of the (nk + 1)th segment and tk min of the (nk +
sk)th segment, the greedy algorithm can be utilized to select
a proper SBS to transmit the video-file segment during twk.
Three cases are discussed as follows.
Case 1: If sk = 1, the downloading time of the (nk + 1)th
segment is the minimum in 
k and the corresponding SBS
can be selected to deliver this segment to the kth user.
Case 2: If sk 6= 1, the control center computes tdk+tk min.
If tdk+ tk min > twk, we should choose the SBS that caches
the (nk + 1)th segment to transmit it.
Case 3: If sk 6= 1 and tdk+tk min  twk, we can select the
SBS that caches the (nk+ sk)th segment to send the segment
without affecting watching the (nk + 1)th segment.
The detailed procedures of the greedy algorithm for SBS
selection is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm for SBS Selection
1: Initialize tdk and tk min according to (37) and (38),
respectively.
2: if sk = 1, then
3: Select the SBS that caches the (nk + 1)th segment.
4: else
5: if tdk + tk min > twk, then
6: Select the SBS that caches the (nk + 1)th segment.
7: else
8: Select the SBS that caches the (nk + sk)th segment.
9: end if
10: end if
Based on Example 1, we take a simple Example 2 as shown
in Fig. 5 to explain the greedy algorithm for SBS selection.
Example 2: According to Example 1, the kth user has
already downloaded the first four segments of the kth video file
(nk = 4), and the caching stage is shown in Fig. 5(b). Then,
we can obtain the initial watching time twk through (5). After
that, the control center calculates the estimated downloading
9Fig. 5. A simple example that illustrates the change of caching status in the
greedy algorithm for cooperative transmission with multiple users.
time tk of the kth (k = 5; 7; 8; 11; 12) segment via (37).
If the minimal downloading time tk min is t5, we directly
choose the 3rd SBS to transmit the 5th segment as Fig. 5(c).
After that, the caching status is the same as Fig. 5(e). If
not, we assume that tk min = t11. When t5 + t11  twk,
the 2nd SBS is selected to transmit the 11th segment to
the kth user. Otherwise, we use the 3rd SBS to transmit
the 5th segment. Then, the caching status can be shown as
Fig. 5(d) or Fig. 5(e), respectively. Based on the transmission
strategy aforementioned, the user can continuously download
the video-file segments.
3) Determining the Network Topology
After selecting the proper SBSs for active users, we can
obtain the topology of the small-cell network. If some of users
receive video files from the same SBS, the network is an IFBN.
Otherwise, the topology is an interference network.
4) Managing Interference among Users through IA
After the specific network topology is determined at a
certain time slot, IA can be utilized to eliminate interference
among users. We start with arbitrary precoding and decoding
matrices, and update these matrices iteratively to approach IA
according to the distributed IA algorithm in [46].
5) Calculation of the Waiting Delay
When the specific topology and the IA solutions are deter-
mined, the instantaneous transmission rate of each user can be
calculated. Thus, the active SBSs can perform transmission for
the users. To be simplicity, we assume that all the users begin
watching video files at the same time, and the current segment
requested by the kth user is downloaded after Nk time slots.
Meanwhile, the initial waiting delay is not considered, due to
the fact that we should wait for a period before watching a
specific video online using our mobile devices, according to
our common experience. Even when we enjoy a live broadcast,
we still need to wait for an initial period before watching.
On the other hand, what bothers us most is the intermittence
when watching videos, instead of initial waiting delay. Thus,
we mainly focus on the waiting delay after watching. In
addition, equal time slot 4t is adopted in the system, and the
synchronization should be guaranteed according to the time
slots among users. Two cases are discussed as follows.
Case 1: The downloaded video-file segment is the (nk+1)th
segment. If twk Nk4t  0, the waiting delay of the kth user
can be denoted as
Twait
[k]
nk+1
= Nk4t  twk; (39)
and the watching time of the kth user can be updated asbtwk = Fk=Rwk: (40)
If twk  Nk4t > 0, the watching time can be denoted asbtwk = twk  Nk4t+ Fk=Rwk; (41)
and the waiting delay is 0, i.e., Twait[k]nk+1 = 0. Meanwhile,
nk can be updated as
nk = nk + 1: (42)
Case 2: The downloaded video-file segment is the (nk +
sk)th segment. The watching time of the kth user can be
calculated as btwk = twk  Nk4t; (43)
and the waiting delay of the segment nk + sk is 0, i.e.,
Twait
[k]
nk+sk
= 0.
When the transmission of the specific segment is finished,
the remaining watching time can be updated as twk = btwk, and
we need to select a proper SBS again to send the next segment
to the kth user with a different topology. Furthermore, when
one user has finished the transmission of a specific video-file
segment before other users, the topology of the network will be
changed, due to the fact that it may require the transmission
of another segment. Then, the IA strategy may be adapted
accordingly in the next time slot. Thus, with the help of
the transmission strategy aforementioned, the kth user can
continuously download the video file and watch in real time.
Particularly, when the kth user has already possessed the first
(nk + sk) segments and needs to download the (nk+sk+1)th
segment, if the (nk + sk + 1)th segment has also been
downloaded before, the watching time increases by Fk=Rwk
directly, and the waiting delay is 0. After downloading all the
acquired video-file segments, the total waiting delay for the
kth user can be computed as
Twait[k]sum =
XWk nk
c=1
Twait
[k]
nk+c
: (44)
The above can be summarized as in Algorithm 2.
Remark 2: The key features of the proposed scheme can be
summarized as follows.
 Due to the fact that the greedy algorithm can achieve
the local optimal choice with low computational complexity,
it is utilized to select proper SBSs to perform transmission
within the limited watching time in the proposed transmission
strategy for multiple users. Therefore, the video freezes of
mobile users can be reduced and the QoE can be improved.
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Algorithm 2 Video-Streaming Transmission Algorithm for
Multiple Users
1: Initialize the segments of the kth video file and the average
transmission rate R
[ki]
, k = 1; 2; : : : ;K.
2: The kth SBS transmits the first nk segments, and calculate
twk according to (5), k = 1; 2; : : : ;K.
3: for i = 1 : Wk   nk   1 do
4: if the (nk+1)th segment has already been downloaded,
then
5: twk = twk + Fk=Rwk.
6: nk = nk + 1.
7: else
8: Calculate fk(g) and find tk min according to (37)
and (38).
9: Select proper SBSs according to Algorithm 1.
10: Obtain the specific network topology and perform
transmission via IA.
11: if the (nk + 1)th segment is transmitted, then
12: Calculate the waiting delay and watching time
according to (39), (40) or (41).
13: nk = nk + 1.
14: else
15: Calculate the watching time according to (43), and
the waiting delay is 0.
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: Calculate the total waiting delay according to (44).
 At different time slots, the acquired video-file segments
may be cached at different SBSs or at a same SBS, and thus
the network topology may be different. When the acquired
segments are in different SBSs, the network turns to be an
interference network. On the other hand, when some of needed
segments are at a same SBS, the network becomes an IFBN.
 When several users are active, interference will appear
among users. To deal with the interference, IA is utilized in
the scheme, which can further improve the QoE of users.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assume that there areK = 5 SBSs with their corresponding
users in the dense small-cell network, and all the pairs are
uniformly distributed in a 25 m  25 m area. Only one data
stream is transmitted to each user. The distance between the
kth user and its serving SBS is set to 5 m, 8k 2 f1; :::;Kg.
The path-loss exponent  is set to 3. The size of each video
file is 1000 MBytes, 5 segments of which are cached at each
SBS, i.e., each video file is divided into 25 segments. Thus,
the size of each segment is 40 MBytes. The watching rate of
each video is Rw = 0:4 MB/s, the bandwidth is 2 MHz.
First, the performance of the proposed strategy for a single
user is considered. Assume that only the 2nd user is active,
and it downloads the first 3 (nk = 3) segments of the file
in advance. Then SBSs cooperatively transmit the remaining
segments to the user, and it can watch video in real time. 4
antennas are equipped at each SBS and each user, M = N =
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4. The total waiting delay of the proposed scheme is compared
with the traditional scheme that downloads the segments in
order in Fig. 6. From the result, we can see that when SNR
ranges from 15 dB to 25 dB, the total waiting delay in both
of the two schemes becomes smaller, because higher transmit
SNR results in relatively higher rate. Due to the utilization
of the greedy algorithm, the user can download the segments
with the minimum time when watching in real time. Thus,
the performance of the proposed scheme is much better than
that of the traditional scheme, for the same SNR and caching
control variable q. Meanwhile, we can also find that for the
same scheme, when q is larger, the total waiting delay becomes
smaller. This is because the segments need not be delivered
from backhaul to SBSs when they have been cached locally.
The waiting delay with different number of initial down-
loading segments of the proposed scheme is compared with
the traditional scheme that downloads the segments in order,
as shown in Fig. 7, when SNR=20 dB. From the result, we
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the average transmission rate of users in different
network topologies.
can conclude that when the number of initial downloading
segments becomes larger, the delay time will decrease accord-
ingly, due to the fact that more initial watching time can be
provided for the transmission of the segments. In addition, we
can also know that the performance of the proposed scheme is
much better than that of the traditional scheme, due to the fact
that the waiting delay is minimized by the greedy algorithm.
Next, we will consider the proposed scheme for multiple
users. Assume that there are K = 5 active users and the first
nk = 3 segments are downloaded for each user in advance.
Interference appears among users, and we exploit IA to handle
it. N = 4 and d = 1. According to the feasibility conditions
of (21) and (28) for the interference network and IFBN,
respectively, we haveM  2 andPj2LD[j](M [j] D[j])  5.
Because the minimum number of active SBS is 1, i.e., Lmin =
1, we can obtain M  6 from (33). Thus, 6 antennas should
be equipped at each SBS to make IA feasible at different
topologies, and at least 2 of them are active at each slot
according to the specific topology. According to Theorem 3,
we can conclude that the average rate of different users is the
same with equal transmit power and distance between each
SBS and its corresponding users, as in Fig. 8. From the result,
we can see that the average transmission rate for each user
will not be affected by the specific network topology.
Thus, we can compare the average total waiting delay of
the proposed strategy and the centralized caching strategy with
different SNR for multiple users as in Fig. 9, where M =6,
N = 4, d= 1, and the video files that users required are all
different. In the centralized caching strategy, each video file
is only cached at a certain SBS, instead of the distributed
method. The curves in Fig. 9 are obtained through averaging
the results over different distributions of users, SBSs, and
caching contents. In addition, to guarantee the fairness for
comparison, the initial waiting delay is not considered for both
of the caching schemes. If we also consider the initial waiting
delay for both schemes, the performance of the proposed
caching scheme will be even better, due to the more severe
fading in the centralized caching strategy. From the results, we
can see that the average delay time of the proposed scheme is
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the average total waiting delay of the proposed
transmission scheme and the centralized caching scheme with different SNR
for multiple users. (K;M;N; d) = (5; 6; 4; 1):
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Fig. 10. A special case with specific distribution of users and SBSs, and
specific content requirement of each user that corresponds to a certain SBS
in the centralized caching scheme.
much lower than that of the centralized caching scheme, no
matter how large the SNR or the caching control variable q
is, due to the utilization of the greedy algorithm, IA technique
and distributed caching, in the proposed scheme.
To further compare the performance of the proposed scheme
with that of the centralized caching scheme, a specific case
is considered as in Fig. 10, with a specific distribution of
users and SBSs, and specific content requirement of each
user that corresponds to a certain SBS. Five SBSs and and
their corresponding users are randomly distributed in a 25
m  25 m area, with the distance between each user and
its serving SBS equal to 5 m. The files that the 1st to the
5th users require are cached at the 5th SBS, the 4th SBS,
the 2nd SBS, the 3rd SBS, and the 1st SBS, respectively.
Based on this specific distribution, the performance of the
proposed cooperative transmission scheme for multiple users
is compared with that of the centralized caching scheme in
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the total waiting delay of the proposed transmission
scheme and the centralized caching scheme with different SNR for multiple
users, according to the specific case in Fig. 10. (K;M;N; d) = (5; 6; 4; 1):
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the total waiting delay of the proposed transmission
scheme and the centralized caching scheme with different initial video-
file segments for multiple users, according to the specific case in Fig. 10.
(K;M;N; d) = (5; 6; 4; 1) and SNR=20 dB.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. From the results, we can conclude that
the delay time of the proposed scheme is much lower than
that of the centralized caching scheme, and the delay time
decreases when the SNR becomes larger or more segments are
downloaded initially. In addition, the delay time also becomes
smaller with larger caching control q. When q gets larger, more
caching bits of each file are cached at SBSs, i.e., each user
can obtain much more bits of each segment from the cache of
SBSs rather than through backhaul. Thus, the backhaul of the
network can be reduced accordingly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed novel cooperative transmis-
sion strategies for video streaming based on edge caching in
mobile small-cell networks. When there is only one active
user in the network, a greedy algorithm was utilized to
download video-file segments when the user is watching video
in real time. Furthermore, when there exist several active users
in the network, the greedy algorithm and IA were jointly
considered to cooperatively transmit the video-file segments
with distributed caching. Therefore, we can reduce the waiting
delay and improve the QoE of the users when watching video
in real time. Plenty of simulation results were presented, which
have shown that the total waiting delay of each user in the
proposed cooperative video-streaming transmission schemes
is much smaller than that in the traditional scheme, and the
QoE of users can be improved accordingly.
APPENDIX A
Proof: Assume that a video file is separated into W
segments and allocated to K SBSs equally, with  segments
for each SBS, i.e., W = K. A K   matrix J is used to
denote the initial caching state of the video file in all SBSs as
J =
2666666664
t11 t12    t1
t21 t22    t2
...
...    ...
tk1 tk2    tk
...
...    ...
tK1 tK2    tK
3777777775
; (45)
where tk (k = 1; 2; :::;K;  = 1; 2; :::;) is the playing time
of the th segment at the kth SBS, and we have tk1 < tk2 <
   < tk.
Without losing generality, after downloading the (ns + i)th
(i 2 f1; 2; :::;W   ns   1g) segment, we assume that the
matrix J changes into
bJ =
266666666664
t13 t14    t1( 2)    t12
t22 t23    t2( 3)    t21
t31 t32    t3( 4)    t3
...
...    ...    ...
tk5 tk6    tk    tk4
...
...    ...    ...
tK1 tK2    tK( 4)    tK
377777777775
: (46)
Due to the fact that the segments cached at each SBS is
placed according to their playing time, i.e., the segment whose
playing time is earlier is put in the front of the buffer. When
the (ns+ i)th segment has been downloaded, the playing time
of the (ns+ i+1)th segment is surely the minimum of all the
remaining segment as
tns+i+1 2 ft13; t22; t31; :::; tk5; :::; tK1g : (47)
Therefore, the (ns + i+ 1)th segment will appear in the first
place of the stack-based caching buffer in one of the SBSs.
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